Need Analysis of Academic Writing Teaching Model Based on Process-genre Approach: What Do They Really Need?
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Abstract

This study aims to investigate the needs of students and lecturers in writing instructions using the process genre approach. Besides, this research is also based on facts which reveal that decision making on learning objectives is only taken from the curriculum and syllabus review used. But unfortunately, the preference of students and lecturers for learning needs is actually ignored. The method used in this study is a qualitative method using questionnaires and interviews as research instruments. The number of participants in this study was 3 Indonesian language lecturers and 65 students at the State Islamic University of Sultan Maulana Hasanuddin Banten. The participants of the students were selected by using a purposive random sampling technique. The results showed that the need for a writing learning model design using the process genre approach. Specifically, the findings of this study include several aspects needed by students and lecturers, namely: (1) a comprehensive learning approach involving students, colleagues, and lecturers, (2) writing assessment must cover broader aspects, and (3) the need for publication as part of the writing activity. Furthermore, the syntax in the learning model based on the needs analysis is: (1) recognize the form of the text, (2) analyze the text, (3) discuss the text, (4) write the text independently, (5) finalize the text, and (6) publish the text.
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1. Introduction

In general, writing instruction is indeed one of its challenges for teachers. It is caused by the level of problems that are considered quite heavy for educators, especially in tertiary institutions [1], [2]. Another thing that makes writing instruction as one of the most challenging learning is the need for an analytical argument that must be taught to students [3].

The issue of learning to write has become a global problem and has even become mainstream in the disciplines of applied linguistics in the last few decades. Not only in learning foreign languages, but students also find difficulties in learning to write Indonesian [4]. In other words, writing is considered a problematic language skill even, for native speakers [5], [6]. For this reason, the low performance of students in writing needs urgent attention from lecturers and stakeholders in universities [7], [8].

Various studies state that several factors cause a lack of student writing skills. One of the factors that influence these conditions is the use of learning approaches that are not appropriate [1], [9], [10]. That is, some lecturers are still unable to optimize their learning so that students' writing abilities are below the expected standard [11].
Some students stated that they had never been taught to write well before entering college so that they found it difficult to express their ideas and ideas into the written form [12].

To improve the quality of academic writing instruction, one of the ways that can be taken by lecturers is to develop an appropriate learning model. The learning model is a conceptual framework that describes a flow or procedure systematically in managing and organizing learning activities that serve as guidelines for teachers [13]. The learning model contains five primary elements, namely: (1) syntax, (2) social system, (3) principles of reaction, (4) support system, and (5) instructional dan nurturant effects [14], [15].

There need to be aspects that are used as a reference to produce a good learning model. One issue in question is the learning approach. In general, there are three approaches used in writing learning so far, namely a product-based approach, a process-based approach, and a genre-based approach [16]. Because the three methods have their respective weaknesses, the researchers suggest using a combined approach, called the process-genre approach [17]–[19].

One way to develop a writing learning model is to do a needs analysis. Needs analysis is a series of activities carried out to identify and search for information related to initial needs before making improvements or developing a learning product [20], [21]. In writing learning, research on the needs analysis has been carried out by several researchers through various studies [22]–[25]. There is no study of needs analysis in writing teaching models that integrate the genre process approach from some of these studies. Besides, the majority of research is more focused on lecturers and experts as research subjects in getting a picture of the needs in the field. For this reason, students and lecturers need to be involved as real learning subjects in the area. The necessity of involving lecturers and students is based on the fact that they are active members in tertiary institutions that need to be included in the process of forming the classroom [26].

There are three problem statements in this study, namely: 1) how are students and lecturers' perceptions related to the importance of academic writing learning models in higher education? 2) how is perception of students and lecturers about the difficulties in academic writing instruction during this time? and 3) how is the perception and expectation of students and lecturers on the study of academic writing in the future?

2. Literature Review

2.1. Need Analysis

Mitchel [20] states that needs analysis is an examination of the needs that exist for training that identifies the performance areas or programs in an organization where the practice is used. In line with Mitchell's statement, Cohen, Manion, and Morrison [21] explained that needs analysis is the activity of identifying problems or needs, which is then followed by the process of identifying objectives, content, implementation, target population, and intervention results.

Another definition states that needs analysis is an activity related to gathering information that will serve as a basis for developing a curriculum in meeting particular learning needs [27]. Requirement analysis is also interpreted as an activity analysis of all objective and subjective information needed to define and validate curriculum goals in a particular institutional context [28].

Needs analysis is considered the most appropriate method because it can inform many things about the nature and content of the target language needs [29]. Thus, the researcher or designer must gather information about the current situation and condition of the student’s target [30]. Technically, several techniques can be used in investigating needs, namely questionnaires, observations, interviews, and analysis of authentic written and oral texts [30]–[37].

2.2. Academic Writing

Fadda [38] states that academic writing is a mental and cognitive activity because it is a product of the human mind. Mental and cognitive activities are illustrated as an image of someone working alone in a quiet environment. On the other hand, Aydin & Baysan [39] defined academic writing as a type of writing that begins with determining the problem. This indicates that academic writing needs technical planning and rules.

There are various difficulties and challenges faced by students in the academic writing process. The constraints that are intended include: (1) lack of student confidence in writing, (2) lack of student knowledge about theoretical knowledge and skills in writing, such as creating a writing framework, paraphrasing, and summarizing, and (3) academic writing sometimes expect students to write from expert positions, even when they are not experts in particular topics [38].

Almost similar to the description of Fadda, Bian & Wang [40] stated that students find it difficult to generate ideas, frame, paraphrase, and summarize their writing activities. Students also experience academic writing difficulties related to inaccurate writing styles, references, and quotes or citations [41].

2.3. Process-genre Approach

The type of integrative approach besides the product-process approach is the process-genre approach or process-genre approach. This approach is interpreted as a
writing activity, which is a blend of process and genre approaches. This approach comes by adopting a process model and genre theory intended as a solvable step of the various limitations in both approaches [9]. That is, the combination of the two approaches will complement each other's shortcomings. [19].

In the process-genre approach, the main point is the activity of writing, which is regulated by the process-genre approach in social situations. That is, an article always has a purpose based on a particular situation [42]. In the process-genre approach, practitioners and researchers find more benefits and advantages compared with their shortcomings. In particular, the stages in the process-genre approach are very complementary because they include language knowledge (product and genre approaches), context and purpose of writing (genre approach), and abilities needed in language use (process approach) [43].

There are several theories in this process-based genre approach. One of them is the theory of genre processes, which says there are six steps in the process-genre approach by simplifying the steps into just four stages, namely: (1) analysis of model texts, (2) independent writing, (3) revising, and (4) editing or proofreading. Zhao [45] proposed another model in the process-genre approach by simplifying the steps into just four stages, namely: (1) analysis of model texts, (2) independent writing, (3) revising, and (4) editing or proofreading.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Research Method

This research is a qualitative descriptive study using questionnaires and in-depth interviews individually. Qualitative method is a research method that aims to examine the complicated details of a unit, examine the relationship between social events, cultural phenomena & society through life, experience, behavior, perspectives, perspectives, emotions, and feelings [46], [47]. This method is believed to be able to understand the meaning deeply related to complex phenomena and life processes [48]. This study uses an in-depth study of a small group of people to guide and support the construction of research hypotheses. That is, the results of this qualitative study are descriptive and not predictive [49].

3.2. Participants

There are two groups of participants in this study, namely groups of students and lecturers. The student group consisted of 65 first-year students from various faculties at UIN Sultan Maulana Hasanuddin Banten. A next group is a group of lecturers who teach three Indonesian subjects with a minimum of three years of teaching experience. These participants were selected using a purposive random sampling method using predetermined criteria [50]. Purposive sampling aims to choose cases that are rich in information to be able to explain research questions [51].

3.3. Instruments

a. Questionnaire

One of the tools used in this study was a questionnaire. This instrument was adapted from several tools used by previous researchers [49], [52], [53]. This questionnaire has three main focuses, namely: (1) student's language level, (2) student's language problem, and (3) student's language need. This questionnaire consists of 15 questions with answer choices and one essay question (open-ended question): “Write down your suggestions in improving the quality of academic writing learning in Indonesian courses!” Open items added to the final questionnaire aim to clarify the answers. This questionnaire has three main focuses, namely: (1) student’s language level, (2) student's language problem, and (3) student's language need. This questionnaire consists of 15 questions with answer choices and one essay question (open-ended question): “Write down your suggestions in improving the quality of academic writing learning in Indonesian courses!” Open items added to the closed questionnaire aim to clarify their answers and establish the validity of the closed questions [54].

b. Semi-structured Interview

Other instruments used in this study were semi-structured interviews. This type of conversation is widely used within the scope of qualitative research because of several considerations, one of which is because it tends to be flexible [55]. That is, this semi-structured interview can be relied upon to collect data through interview guides that offer the freedom of informants to express their views in their language [56]. This instrument's use is also considered to have the potential to explore personal experiences in-depth and allow researchers to add questions with the aim of the process of clarification and elaboration [57], [58].

The interview process was conducted with three Indonesian lecturers individually to investigate academic learning in writing that was needed and needed by students. Interviews are held in a special room to avoid interfering with the atmosphere outside within 45-60 minutes. Conversations are recorded using a voice recorder with the consent of the respondent.

3.4. Data Analysis

The data analysis technique used in this study is the Interactive Analysis model (IA) [59]. IA is a model in producing a systematic representation of a phenomenon or the experience of the participants being studied. IA is based on the premise that those closest to the phenomenon
under study are the ones who are most suitable for constructing a graphical representation of the effects and results of a system [60]. This model consists of three stages, namely: (1) the data reduction stage, (2) the data presentation stage, and (3) the stage of drawing conclusions or verification.

4. Results

4.1. Questionnaire Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questioner Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you like learning instruction?</td>
<td>Really like</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the benefits of writing instruction?</td>
<td>For a career/job</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing learning is as expected</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did you produce?</td>
<td>Poetry</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the most challenging part of writing?</td>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now an ideal learning model is needed</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics that need to be raised in writing instruction are ...</td>
<td>General topics</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The main aspect that must be assessed in writing is ...</td>
<td>Writing ideas</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What feedback do you expect?</td>
<td>Discuss writing</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It needs to be taught the steps to write</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you need to be introduced to other types of texts?</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should brainstorming be done in writing instruction?</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The need for sample text as a reference</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The writer must know who the prospective readers of the text are</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing results must be published</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table above can be obtained information that students like writing instruction. From the total 65 respondents, there were 40 students or 61.5% who expressed their liking for this learning. They love writing instruction because they assume that the skills will be useful for the future or their future work.

Unfortunately, there was a response from students by 52% or half of the respondents who claimed that their writing instruction had not been according to what they expected. It indicates that there is something wrong between what they expect and what is happening on the ground. Besides, the grammar aspect is the most challenging aspect for students in this learning. This condition is in line with students' responses to questionnaire questions, which state that they tend to produce more poetry genres than academic styles.

Related to the aspect of writing performance assessment, more students choose aspects of writing ideas as the main aspects that must be assessed in writing activities. This aspect was chosen by students through a questionnaire of 68%. Other aspects, such as grammar, spelling, and choice of words in writing were chosen by respondents with a percentage that is not too large.

In a number of questionnaire questions, the researcher designed several activities characterized as the identity of a particular approach, product-based, process, and genre-based. Writing learning by focusing on examples of text as a reference in writing, stages of writing (prewriting, writing, & post-writing), and prospective audience (readers) are indications that a combined approach (process-genre approach) is needed by students. Finally, students also considered that the last stage of writing learning was not to collect the results of work to the lecturer but rather to proceed to the publication stage.

In the essay questions (open-ended question) on the questionnaire, the majority of students provide advice and recommendations to eliminate conventional learning strategies. According to them, most teachers only display examples of a text, and then students are asked to write texts with other themes and then collect them. Around 40% of students stated that after writing was received, teachers usually did not return the text, so they had difficulty identifying deficiencies or errors in their writing. This condition certainly has an impact on learning outcomes that are not effective writing. Birhan [61] emphasized the importance of instructors helping and providing valuable feedback and comments that build and motivate students in writing.

4.2. Interview Results

The results of interviews conducted with three lecturers obtained information that they still use conventional approaches in writing instruction. A traditional method is a product-based approach which is identical to learning to write by imitating existing examples of text. “I more often present a sample text then ask students to write by emphasizing some of the elements that must be present in their writing.” Usually, the characteristics of a product-based approach begin by presenting an example and then asking students to write by following the pattern of the sample text.

Learning to write using the product approach, of course, must be changed immediately. This is because an approach is a traditional approach that trains students to imitate examples of text that are coherent and error-free in the linguistic aspect [62]. Many experts think that the product approach limits the writer's creativity because the lecturer's sample text bounds it [63] [64]. Also, the approach must be abandoned because it only produces text
copying activities that are meaningless. [65].

So far, teachers rarely use a process or genre approach, or even a combined approach (process genre). This happens because the teachers consider that the approach requires a relatively long duration of time in teaching. “The 100 minutes allocated at each meeting is felt to be very lacking in teaching academic writing in class.” This argument is inaccurate because the process and genre approach can be made effectively and efficiently [66]. It should also be emphasized that the process-genre approach has many advantages packaged in one package. The process-genre approach is considered superior because it contains several aspects of emphasis in writing, namely: (1) language skills, (2) content knowledge, (3) writing process, and (4) communication emphasis to the audience [67] [68] [69].

All respondents in the interview session stated that learning to write has challenges that are not easy. One of the problems is the difficulty of students in expressing their ideas and ideas into written form. Aunurrahman [70] states that writing is a challenging activity because it includes the exercise of thinking, drafting, and correcting the text. Another factor is the lack of mastery of student vocabulary, so it is difficult to decipher the concept. Another opinion was also expressed by one of the respondents who claimed that the writing process is a process that takes a long time, so it is complicated to achieve instantly and concisely. In essence, the lack of student reading activity is believed to be a determining factor for their lack of vocabulary mastery, making it challenging to develop writing when given a writing assignment.

Regarding suggestions from respondents on future learning to write, many essential points need to be considered by teachers. Some of these points are: (1) the need to add Indonesian language subjects especially for academic writing content, (2) the need for varied and exciting learning approaches to arouse student motivation in writing, (3) aspects of assessment in learning to write must be comprehensively covered all aspects of a paper, and (4) there is a need for the stages of disseminating the final product of writing learning. The four points of advice should receive more attention from the lecturers so that students can write well. The aspects of evaluation, method selection, and publication activities are essential in designing writing learning models. Using interviews and questionnaires, researchers obtained information about the importance of developing writing teaching models by adopting a process-genre approach. On several quizzes and interview questions, the researcher proposes several stages of learning needed in writing. From the results of the needs analysis, the syntax of writing learning is packaged, namely: (1) recognizing the shape of the text, (2) analyzing the structure of the text, (3) discussing the text, (4) writing the text independently, (5) finalizing the text, and (6) publishing text.

5. Discussion
As we already know that writing skills are language skills that have a vital role for students. This fact is based on the fact that the campus environment always requires students to be able to write well. The students are well aware that writing skills are needed in finding work in the future [31]. Besides, writing skills are believed to have a role in improving students' literate abilities in writing [71].

From the results of interviews with lecturers and questionnaires to students, it was concluded that the need for an innovative and compelling teaching model improves writing skills. One of them is by implementing a process-genre approach, which is a combination approach from the previous three approaches. The procedures in question are product, process, and genre-based methods. The combination of these three approaches aims to minimize the various deficiencies that exist so that learning objectives can be achieved optimally [16], [45].

The aspect of assessment in learning to write is also an essential aspect that teachers must focus on. The instructor suggests designing an assessment rubric that is not always focused on linguistic elements based on the results of the interview. A matter that is not much different was also stated by previous researchers [54], [55]. The two researchers noted that the assessment of students' academic writings so far tends to use assessment tools in analyzing vocabulary errors only. In compiling an assessment rubric, instructors refer to various theoretical approaches that focus on discourse and linguistic features and specific rules of academic writing [72]. For this reason, the need for all aspects to be assessed in writing learning which includes: (1) content (relevant ideas), (2) organizing writing (structure and coherence), (3) use of language (vocabulary and grammar choices), and (4) use of mechanical aspects (grammar & spelling). Thus, students’ writing is comprehensively appreciated, and they feel that they have not been harmed by an irrelevant assessment rubric [73].

The majority of respondents expect a stage of publication of the text they produce from the results of interviews and questionnaires. That is, the stages in learning to write do not end at the assessment process conducted by the teacher. Text publications are carried out to inform the reality of the field by providing a truly in-depth perspective [74]. For the academic environment, the importance of publication is needed because it relates to career advancement and the form of professionalism of their work [75], [76].

6. Conclusions
This article is a phase of needs analysis in developing an academic writing learning model with a process-genre approach. By using needs analysis, expectations, and a real picture of learning desired by students and lecturers
can be mapped. Students and lecturers need writing learning that is designed with exciting and innovative steps based on the analysis of needs in this study. One of them is designing learning to write by using a process genre approach. This approach is a combined approach from the three previous methods, which were assessed by experts as having their respective shortcomings, so they need to be combined in minimizing these deficiencies. Other findings relate to the process of evaluating writing learning and writing publications. The lecturers and students need a comprehensive assessment design that focuses not only on grammar and spelling but also on aspects of ideas carried by students. Besides, the publication of writing that has been produced is also an essential step in the writing process. However, the written product produced will not have any effect if it is not disseminated. Dissemination of this article can be done through scientific publication media such as personal blogs, social media, campus bulletins, electronic journals, proceedings, researchgate accounts, osfpreprints, and others.
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